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1. INTRODUCTION
As any activity, energy renovation has its related costs, which vary according to the depth of
the refurbishment, i.e. number and complexity of implemented energy efficiency (EE)
measures. Therefore, any decision on energy renovation of a building must carefully
evaluate these costs and ensure financing, in order to reap the benefits after the
implementation.
The aim of this document is to present the possibilities for financing EE projects in the
public sector and more specifically in schools. For that purpose, the most common financing
models will be briefly presented in chapter 2, while in chapter 3, available financing models
in a particular country will be presented and, based on the Project partners’ feedback, a
comparative analysis of availability, current usage and planned usage of different financing
models will be provided.

2. ANALYSIS OF FINANCING MODELS FOR EE PROJECTS IN THE
PUBLIC SECTOR
In this chapter, a very brief general (not country related) overview of possible financing
models for EE in public buildings is given. The chapter ends with comparative analysis of
models according to the following criteria: legal aspects, statistical treatment on public
debt, complexity of implementation and other identified influencing factors. Pros. and cons.
of each model are clearly marked.

2.1. Own funding
Traditional financing of projects in cities and municipalities relies dominantly on the use of
own budget. One of the financing challenges facing municipalities, more often for smaller
municipalities rather than larger ones is the insufficient revenue base with which to fund
projects (not only EE projects, but also other development projects as well). An insufficient
revenue base, which may be the result of a small number of tax-paying commercial
businesses and/or high-income residents, can reduce the availability of adequate funds for
capital investments. Municipalities depending on revenue transfers from regional or national
governments often have limited revenue-raising powers. Such limitations imply that any
decision to invest in an EE project either requires the municipality to reallocate funds or
convince higher levels of government that the EE project is economically viable. This may
often not be a simple task. Reliance on transfers from other levels of government also
exposes municipalities to the risk that permitted levels and uses of funds may be affected by
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changes in national budgetary or political priorities. This introduces further uncertainties and
makes commitment to multi-year programs of capital expenditures more difficult.1

2.2. Loan financing
When it comes to loans, i.e. borrowing, national governments often impose limits on
borrowing by municipalities to prevent them getting into financial difficulties. These
restrictions may take the form of limits on the use of loan funds and/or on the total amount
that municipalities may borrow. In both cases, EE projects are likely to lose out, because
they are not typical capital expenditure projects that can be readily assessed and approved
by higher authorities. In addition, when debt ceilings are in place, EE projects, with
relatively low public profiles, are likely to have a lower priority than other pressing or
mandated needs. 2
Soft loans are dedicated credit lines for EE measures extended to end users at preferential
terms in terms of maturity and/or interest rates. Such credit lines are often provided by
national or international development banks (such as European Investment Bank (EIB) and
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) and are further distributed to
designated markets through regional partner retail banks.

2.3. ESCO model
The terms “energy services”3 and “energy service companies (ESCO)”4 are already well
known and established in the energy efficiency field. They were defined already in the
Energy Services Directive (2006/32/EC). There are many initiatives to promote ESCO model
in the EU, due to its potential to remove several important barriers to energy efficiency in
public sector – availability of up-front capital needed for EE investments and lack of
technical knowledge and capacities to develop, implement and monitor EE projects. ESCOs
are companies that work on a basis of energy performance contracts (EPC). In an energy EPC
arrangement, the ESCO is responsible for optimizing building services systems and system
operations in existing buildings across all branches of construction and maintenance. The
main service provided by the ESCO is a guaranteed level of savings over a defined period.
Basic concept of EPC is shown in Figure Błąd! W dokumencie nie ma tekstu o podanym stylu.-1.
Before a tender is made, an energy cost baseline is determined for the building (or building
pool) or facility. This is usually based on the energy consumption of the calendar year prior

1

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH: “CF4EE - Crowdfunding for Energy Efficiency”,
October 2016, available at: http://www.ieadsm.org/wp/files/2016-10-28-CF4EE-Feasibility-Study-final.pdf
2

Ibid.

3

‘Energy service’: the physical benefit, utility or good derived from a combination of energy with energy efficient
technology and/or with action, which may include the operations, maintenance and control necessary to deliver the service,
which is delivered on the basis of a contract and in normal circumstances has proven to lead to verifiable and measurable or
estimable energy efficiency improvement and/or primary energy savings
4

‘Energy service company’ (ESCo): a natural person or legal entity that delivers energy services and/or other energy
efficiency improvement measures in a user’s facility or premises, and accepts some degree of financial risk in so doing. The
payment for the services delivered is based (either wholly or in part) on the achievement of energy efficiency improvements
and on the meeting of the other agreed performance criteria
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to commencement of the EPC, which is often also compared to the two preceding years in
order to eliminate extreme climatic influences, usage fluctuations, etc. The evaluated
baseline data is climate adjusted on the basis of mild or hot days (annual degree days).
Proceeding from the energy cost baseline, the ESCO guarantees an annual energy cost
savings (in EUR, calculated on a fixed price basis with the energy prices of the reference
year) to the customer over the entire contract period. A fixed proportion of these
guaranteed savings is set as the contracting fee, which the ESCO receives from the client to
finance the investment, maintain the installations and attain a profit margin. Usually, the
fee is set lower that the guaranteed saving in order for client to immediately benefit from
savings.

Figure Błąd! W dokumencie nie ma tekstu o podanym stylu.-1 – Basic concept of EPC and ESCO
operation

In order to verify the annual energy savings, incurred energy consumption costs are
converted into the reference year basis and then compared to the baseline during EPC bill
audits. For the sake of ensuring this comparability, energy supply bills received by the client
need to be adjusted for the following factors:


deviations from the reference year in climatic conditions (annual degree days);



changes in energy prices compared to the reference year (energy bills received by
the customer must always be converted into the energy prices of the reference
year);



changes in building/facility usage compared to the reference year (insofar as these
may cause energy consumption changes).

If the difference between the adjusted energy cost savings and the guaranteed cost savings
is zero, the ESCO is exactly within the performance parameters of its contract. If the
difference is greater than zero, contract over-performance sets in (savings are greater than
guaranteed); in this case, the extra savings can be shared among the ESCO and the client. If
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the difference is negative, the ESCO has not achieved its savings goal and must reimburse
the customer with the resulting difference (because, according to EPC, ESCO guarantees
savings).
If energy prices rise, the energy cost savings of the customer increase (energy saved
multiplied by energy Price increases). This delivers additional budgetary benefit for the
customer.
Contractually agreed one-off payments at the beginning (e.g. investment or building cost
contributions) or at the end of the contract term (redemption sum) are also possible. With
this solution, higher investment costs do not necessarily lead to higher contracting fees or
longer contract durations.
Financing of EE project may or may not be ensured by ESCO5. There are two basic cases:
1. Customer financings – this model is usually referred to as “guaranteed savings”.
Here, an ESCO guarantees the outcome of investment in EE measures, but the
customer (client) covers the whole investment and is responsible for accounting. This
model is suitable if the customer has access to capital and if ESCO is a rather small
company with limited balance sheet total.
2. ESCO financing - this model is usually referred to as “shared savings”. Here, ESCO
provides the financing, and is thus also responsible for the accounting, for all
necessary investment, normally by borrowing from a bank. The customer pays a fee
to the ESCO for the services rendered and for investment payback. Under a shared
savings EPC arrangement, the client participates in the energy cost savings from the
start of the main performance obligation period. The level of a client’s share in cost
savings must be stipulated in the contract. Typically, a client’s profit share is
between 10% and 20% of the savings achieved. Profit-sharing from the start results in
shared savings EPC contracts having longer periods than a fixed-term arrangement,
being that the annual contracting fee available to the ESCo for refinancing
investment costs is lower. The benefit is that the customer’s budgeted costs are
directly reduced during the main performance obligation period of the savings
guarantee agreement.

2.4. PPP model
A Public-Private Partnership (PPP) arrangement differs from conventional public
procurement in several respects. In a PPP arrangement the public and private sectors
collaborate to deliver public infrastructure projects (e.g. roads, railways, hospitals) which
typically share the following features:

5

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH: “Assessing Framework Conditions

for Energy Service Companies”, September 2012, available at: https://www.giz.de/fachexpertise/downloads/giz2013-enesco-guide.pdf
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a long-term contract between a public procuring authority (the “Authority”) and a
private sector company (the “PPP Company”) based on the procurement of services,
not assets;



the transfer of certain project risks to the private sector, notably with regard to
designing, building, operating and/or financing the project;



a focus on the specification of project outputs rather than project inputs, taking
account of the whole life cycle implications for the project;



the application of private financing (often “project finance”) to underpin the risks
transferred to the private sector; and



payments to the private sector which reflect the services delivered. The PPP
Company may be paid either by users through user charges (e.g. motorway tolls), by
the Authority (e.g. availability payments, shadow tolls) or by a combination of both
(e.g. low user charges together with public operating subsidies).

The rationale for using a PPP arrangement instead of conventional public procurement rests
on the proposition that optimal risk sharing with the private partner delivers better “value
for money” for the public sector and ultimately the end user.
PPP arrangements are more complex than conventional public procurement. They require
detailed project preparation and planning, proper management of the procurement phase to
incentivise competition among bidders. They also require careful contract design to set
service standards, allocate risks and reach an acceptable balance between commercial risks
and returns. These features require skills in the public sector which are not typically called
for in conventional procurement. 6

2.5. Grant schemes
Most of available grant schemes are based on the use of European Unison structural and
investment funds (ESI). EE projects in buildings belong to projects that generate net income
after completion, i.e. the energy cost savings of the project are treated as net income.
Under the preamble (paragraph 13) of the Delegated Regulation 480/2014, as well as under
recital (paragraph 58) of Regulation 1303/2013 of the EU, it is necessary to accurately
calculate net income to ensure the efficient use of Union funds and to avoid over-financing
of projects. Determining the share of co-financing by the Union should reflect the rule of
non-profit - grants must not result in earning a profit. If they are profitable, it is necessary
to conduct a financial analysis to determine the financing gap, the assessment of the need
for grant and the amount of potential grants.7 Therefore, the purpose of co-financing
through grants is to close the financing gap that is generated in energy efficiency projects
when the investment in energy efficiency cannot be paid off from savings on energy costs.
6

EIB European PPP Expertise Centre: http://www.eib.org/epec/g2g/intro2-ppp.htm

7

GUIDANCE FOR BENEFICIARIES of European Structural and Investment Funds and related EU instruments, EC, 2014
(http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/guides/synergy/synergies_beneficiaries.pdf)
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The formula for calculating the financing gap is:
𝑵

𝑵𝑷𝑽(𝒊, 𝑵) =
𝒕 𝟎

where:
𝑵𝑷𝑽(𝒊, 𝑵)
𝒊−
𝑵−
𝑹𝟎 −
𝑹𝒕 = 𝑹𝟏 … … 𝑹𝑵 −

𝑹𝒕
= 𝑹𝟎 +
(𝟏 + 𝒊)𝒕

𝑵

𝒕 𝟏

𝑹𝒕
(𝟏 + 𝒊)𝒕

net present value of the project
discount rate
period of project evaluation
initial investment
net income = annual energy cost savings and maintenance costs

The net present value is the difference between the sum of discounted net income over the
entire project implementation period and the amount of investment costs. The net present
value represents measure of added value today that results from the undertaken
investment. In case the project has a negative net present value, it corresponds to the
amount of the financing gap. The financing gap represents a part of the investment that
needs to be co-financed by grants so that the net present value of the project corresponds
to the amount of zero.
After calculating the financing gap in an absolute amount, it is necessary to determine the
project co-financing rate. The co-financing rate is obtained as the ratio of the financing gap
amount and the amount of initial investment in the energy efficiency project.
The formula for calculating the required co-financing rate is as follows:
𝑐𝑜 − 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝑁𝑃𝑉 (𝑖, 𝑁)
𝑅

If the project is co-financed by grants with the co-financing rate calculated according to the
aforementioned model, the energy efficiency project in buildings will achieve net present
zero value and will be economically justified.

2.6. Combination of different financing models
Usually, energy efficiency projects in public buildings combine two financing models.
Rarely, more than two financing models are used. Research of usual practices in the Project
Partner countries showed that dominantly grants (if available) are combined with own
financing.
Recently, with the availability of EU structural and investment funds for energy efficiency
across the MS, the blending of such funds with other financing models becomes increasingly
interesting. The blending refers to combination of grants with other financing mechanism
such as loans or ESCO/PPP model.

2.7. Comparative analysis of financing models
The financing models described above may be compared based on several important criteria
as demonstrated in the Table blow. There is no universally best solution, but for each
particular situation (country, region, building) an optimal solution should be tailor-made.
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Table Błąd! W dokumencie nie ma tekstu o podanym stylu.-1 Comparative analysis of considered
models
Criteria/ Model
Neutral impact on
government debt
Administrative
procedure
complexity
Guarantee of
savings / service
standard
Capacities and
capabilities of the
public bodies to
implement the
model
Estimated
multiplier effect
Projects for which
the model is
appropriate

Own
financing

Loan
financing

Grants

ESCO model

PPP model

Simple EE
measures
with short
pay-back
periods

Simpler EE
measures
with
shorter
pay-back
periods

More
complex
projects,
with longer
pay-back
periods

Highly complex
projects, with
moderate pay-back
periods (up to 10
years)

Highly complex
projects,
usually with
new buildings,
long-term
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3. EXISITING FINANCING MECHANISMS IN SLOVENIA
3.1. Summary of available financing mechanisms
Slovenia has well developed financing mechanisms for EE projects in schools. Schools are
owned by minicipalities and plan in their own budgets the funds for energy renovation. Debt
financing is avaialble from the national Eco-fund with the interest rate equal to three-month
EURIBOR + 1.0%. However, debt financing is not used for EE projects in schools and is only
envisaged in the lonterm plans. There are two grant schemes available for public buildigs
both financed from EU Cohesion Fund, with the grant rate of 40%. Grants may be combined
with PPP model, which is equivalent ot ESCo model. Slovenska Bistrica has just finished with
energy renovation of 16 public buildings including kindergartens, schools, sports hall, library using
combination of PPP (ESCO) model and grants. Due to this reason, there are no plans for similar
projects in the future.

An oveview of available financing mechanisms for EE projects in schools in Slovenia is given
in Table below, while details are given in the Section 3.2.
Table Błąd! W dokumencie nie ma tekstu o podanym stylu.-2 Overview of financing mechanisms for
EE projects in schools
Criteria/ Model
Availability
Previous and current usage
Planned usage

Own financing




Loan financing

-

Grants

-

ESCO model


-

PPP model


-

3.2. Detailed feedback on financing mechanisms
1. General information
Name of partner
Type and number
of schools chosen
for pilots
Who is the legal
owner of schools
Who pays utility
bills and regular
maintenance for
schools
What is the source
for those costs
Who is responsible
for making
decisions on
implementation of
energy renovation
projects

LEA Spodnje Podravje, Municipality of Slovenska Bistrica
Primary
7

Secondary
1

College
0

Municipality of Slovenska Bistrica
The schools are responsible for paying the bills. Municipality reimburses the costs.

Municipality’s budget.
Research and development centre and municipality’s department for social affairs
prepare a proposal and specify the budget. The municipality council approves the
project and budget.
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What is the source In the budget of municipality, under the item ‘investment maintenance’.
for the cost of
energy renovation
Which department Department for social affairs and department for economy.
(sector,
institution) is
responsible for
implementation of
energy renovation
(in public
buildings)
2. Financing EE projects using own funds
Yes
No
Do you have funds
500.000,00
/
in your budget
allocated for EE
projects in public
buildings
Do you have funds
in your budget
allocated for EE
projects
specifically in
schools

Yes
500.000,00
Energy renovation of public buildings

No
/

Yes
Kindergarten: 2
Primary school: 10
Other: 5
Have you already
Measures: Windows and door replacement (y. 1999), thermal
implemented EE
isolation of the facade, roof isolation, installation of the
projects in schools thermostatic valves on the radiators, installation of the heat
using own funds
pump, installation of LED lamps.
Total cost: 3.693.090,94
* Cohesion funds: 1.468.257,67
* Private partner: 1.795.729,96
* Bistrica: 429.103,31
3. Financing EE projects using credit or loan funds (debt)
Yes
Source
(commercial Interest rate
Repayment
bank,
development
period
bank, other)
ECO Fund
three-month
The repayment
EURIBOR + 1.0%.
period is
Min 25.000 EUR – max.
maximum 15
2
million
(the
years with the
Is this kind of
maximum share of the
included
financing available
loan is 85 % of the
moratorium.
for you?
investment)
The moratorium
on repayment of
the loan can be
no more than 1
year. Loans are
repaid in
quarterly
instalments.

No
/

No
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Do you have plans
to invest in EE
projects in schools
using this model

Yes

No

LONGTERM PLANS

Have you
Yes
conducted EE
project in schools
financed by credit
or loan funds
(debt)
4. Financing EE projects using grants, subsidies or other incentives
Yes
Source (national, EU funds, Grant
Max. amount of
other)
rate %
grant
per
project
1. Public call for co-financing of 40 %
There is only
energy renovation of buildings
required
a
owned
and
used
by VAT is minimum “size”
municipalities in 2018, 2019, not
of the project
2020
eligible!
In the case the
Name of institution responsible
project is being
for disbursement: Ministry of
implemented
infrastructure
according to a
Source of funds: Cohesion fund
public contract,
Is this kind of
Who is eligible for applying:
the
minimum
financing available
Local authorities – Owner of
amount of the
for you?
municipal public buildings
investment
must be 500.000
2. Energy renovation of buildings
EUR
of the wider public sector in
2018, 2019 and 2020
In the case that
the EE project is
Name of institution responsible
being
for disbursement: Ministry of
implemented as
infrastructure
a public-private
Source of funds: Cohesion fund
partnership, the
Who is eligible for applying:
min. amount is
Ministry of Education, Science
750.000 EUR.
and Sport – Owner of secondary
school buildings
Yes
Do you have plans
to invest in EE
projects in schools
using this model
Have you
Yes
conducted EE
project in schools
co-financed by
grants, subsidies
or other
incentives

No
/

No

No

No
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5. Financing EE projects using ESCO model

Is this kind of
financing available
for you?

Do you have plans
to invest in EE
projects in schools
using this model

Yes
In the case of energy contracting (ECO), it is a contractual
relationship that allows the owner of a building to improve
energy efficiency and thereby reduce energy costs. The
measures and financing is provided by an energy services
company, which usually reaches the reduced energy cost,
depending on the contractual arrangement. In this area,
Slovenia has made great steps in the past, but still we have
not overcome all obstacles.
For a long time, only one ESCO company was present at the
market which offered a comprehensive service. Today, the
ESCO companies have in most cases a background in the
energy supply or in the maintenance and management of
networks, while a smaller number of companies works in the
field of production of energy-efficient equipment. Below is a
list of some Slovenian ESCO companies:
 ELTEC Petrol d.d.
 Petrol d.d.
 GGE, d.o.o. (družba za izvajanje energetskih rešitev)
 ENERGEN d.o.o.
 ELEKTRO MARIBOR ENERGIJA PLUS, d.o o.
 Gorenjske elektrarne d.o.o.
Yes

Yes
This year Municipality of Slovenska Bistrica carried out and
finished an energy renovation project according to the model
of a public-private partnership, which is actually an ESCO
model for public institutions.

Have you
conducted energy
efficiency project
in schools using
ESCO model

No

No
There are no plans
for similar projects
in the future.
No

Slovenska Bistrica has just finished with energy renovation of
16 public buildings owned by the municipality. The energy
renovation project involved following public buildings:
 Dom Minke Namestnik Sonje
 Občina Slovenska Bistrica – courtyard building
 Primary school Antona Ingoliča – Spodnja Polskava
 Primary school Antona Ingoliča Zg.Polskava
 Primary school Dr. Jožeta Pučnika
 Primary school Gustava Šiliha - Laporje
 Primary school Pohorskega bataljona, PŠ Kebelj
 Primary school Pohorskega Odreda, PŠ Zg. Ložnica
 Kindergarten Otona Župančiča PE Sonček
 Primary school Minke Namestnik
 Winter training hall
 Library Slovenska Bistrica
 Primary school Antona ingoliča, podružnica Pragersko
 Kindergarten Otona Župančiča, enota Ciciban
 Primary school Tinje
 Health Centre Slovenska Bistrica
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6. Financing EE projects using PPP model

Is this kind of
financing available
for you?

Do you have plans
to invest in EE
projects in schools
using this model

Have you
conducted energy
efficiency project
in schools
financed by PPP
model

Yes
Public-private partnerships (PPP) are in fact the ESCO model
for public institutions. A public-sector partner publishes a call
for a private partner for energy renovation, renovation of
public lighting, RES installations, cooling or other.
A private partner proposes a solution, and if successful in the
call, he undertakes the entire project from start to finish.
All risks are assumed by a private partner, guaranteeing
savings for the public partner. The investment is paid to the
private partner from the savings achieved.
There is legislative framework for PPP projects. Its usage for
EE projects in buildings is somewhat limited, due to the lack
of private investors. However, with cohesion funding (40%),
PPP projects are interesting also for the private investors.
Yes

Yes
This year Municipality of Slovenska Bistrica carried out and
finished an energy renovation project according to the model
of a public-private partnership. Slovenska Bistrica has just
finished with energy renovation of 16 public buildings
including kindergartens, schools, sports hall, library.
Measures: Windows and door replacement (y. 1999), thermal
isolation of the facade, roof isolation, installation of the
thermostatic valves on the radiators, installation of the heat
pump, installation of LED lights.
Total cost: 3.693.090,94
* Cohesion funds: 1.468.257,67
* Private partner: 1.795.729,96
* Bistrica: 429.103,31
The buildings included in the project are listed in the ESCO
model section!

No
/

No
There are no plans
for similar projects
in the future.
No
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